Need to develop Multi-tiered Rich Web-based Business Applications?
yes
Does your development team possess the necessary know-how on web technologies?
yes

no

Do you have a source code architecture that combines the
web technicalities with the business logic- and user interface
requirements?
yes

no

Your current options:
a) Execute the project with your team based on
your architecture -> Suboptimal decisions and the
maturity process of the architecture could cause
additional costs and project risks.
b) Strengthen your team with external
consultancy in order to ensure correct
architectural decisions => Expensive consultant
royalties and dependency on external providers.

Your current options:
Technology “Patchwork” ->
Increasing costs and longer time-to-market because of
redundant source code, rigid implementations,
scattering of logic over various code segments, poor
modularization, complexity, etc.
Furthermore, dependency on particular developers
making personnel changes difficult.

ULTRA4 proposes a better option in all cases: The

Your current options:
a) Outsource the projects -> Extra costs,
dependency on external providers and zero
utilization of your team’s valuable experience in
the business domain. Furthermore expensive
management effort for bridging the distance
between specialists team (Fachteam) and
developers and lack of a reusable cross-project
infrastructure.
b) Get extensive external consultancy in order to
perform the project in-house with a mixed team
of externals and internals -> Expensive consultant
royalties with doubtful results and dependency on
external providers
c) Educate your team in web technologies and
execute the project with your team -> Extensive
courses with doubtful results.

Web Applications Development Platform

1) UltraCore provides you with a standardized source code architecture (*) and an extensive core software infrastructure (**) that is inevitable in any modern
business application.
2) With UltraCore any developer can become productive in developing web apps within a few days (***). In this way you keep your developers and utilize their
valuable experience in the business domain.
3) You combine UltraCore with a limited external consultancy at your premises (1-2 consultants) that aims to educate “on-the-job” your development team in using
UltraCore within a particular project.
4) The consultancy ends up with the transfer of the complete know-how on the source code of UltraCore to the team. Also the methodology on how to
autonomously extend the source code of the development platform is transferred to the team.
5) After the consultancy, you will never walk alone: With an inexpensive maintenance contract, ULTRA4 will provide you with all the new Releases of UtraCore and
immediate advice to any question your developers might have via Webinars, Remote Desktop and world-wide call-back service for free.
(*) proven to be optimal for web business applications in a multitude of real-world projects and being steadily extended by incorporating generic features according to the needs of every new project.
(**) Out-of-the-box Logging, Auditing, LDAP Connectivity, Asynchronous Batch Job Processing, User Management, Reporting, Alarming, Notifications, and much more.
(***) The only prerequisites are basic knowledge of the Java Programming Language and Relational Databases.

